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Heart rate monitoring is becoming more and more important in the development of modern health industry. At present, wireless
sensor network equipment is mainly used to realize the real-time or periodic monitoring of human heart rate, so as to realize the
health management of speciﬁc people. At the same time, the monitoring and analysis technology of heart rate is also widely used
in special competitive sports. Through the real-time monitoring and analysis of athletes’ heart rate, we can feedback and analyze
their corresponding competitive state in real time, so as to monitor the sudden state of athletes, and also provide a basis for the
improvement of athletes’ later sports level. Based on this, this paper will use a single-chip microcomputer as the central data
processing unit of the monitoring system at the hardware level, and inertial sensor and heart rate sensor at the sensor level.
The system will design data acquisition module, motion positioning module, low-power module, athlete heart rate acquisition
module, and motion state recognition module. Aiming at the low accuracy of traditional heart rate acceleration motion
wireless sensor in competitive sports athletes’ heart rate recognition and motion state recognition, this paper innovatively
proposes an athlete heart rate recognition algorithm based on acceleration signal, which extracts the frequency-domain
characteristics of motion signal. The time-domain and time-frequency characteristics of athletes’ acceleration signal are used to
realize the recognition of athletes’ sports state, and the power spectrum cancellation technology is used to realize the accurate
detection of athletes’ heart rate. In order to verify the advantages of the hardware system and algorithm in this paper, three
sports with quiet, dynamic, and random dynamic characteristics are selected for experimental veriﬁcation. The experimental
results show that the software algorithm proposed in this paper has obvious accuracy advantages in quiet and dynamic
competitive sports compared with the traditional algorithm.

1. Introduction
The recognition, monitoring, and analysis technology of
human heart rate and exercise state is widely used in health
monitoring and exercise monitoring scenarios. At the same
time, it is also an important index to evaluate exercise intensity and exercise quality. In professional competitive sports,
real-time monitoring of human heart rate and corresponding sports status can not only fully obtain the energy consumed by athletes in the process of sports but also analyze
their corresponding sports quality level. Systematic comprehensive analysis of the above two data can further improve
athletes’ sports level, improve defects in the process of
sports, and improve sports quality [1–3]. The traditional
heart rate detection of athletes is mainly based on hardware

equipment such as heart rate belt, but the traditional hardware heart rate belt is inconvenient to wear, and its heart
rate monitoring of athletes during exercise is not accurate
[4]. The traditional athlete’s movement state recognition
technology is mainly embodied in three ways, which correspond to wearable sensor devices, external sensor devices,
and wearable and hybrid integrated sensor devices, but these
devices are more professional, and the corresponding equipment price and power consumption are relatively large, so
they do not use athletes ﬂexibly in competitive sports. It is
convenient to wear, and the high price is not conducive to
large-scale promotion [5–8]. Most of the detection algorithms of human heart rate and motion state also focus on
the acceleration sensor algorithm, and a large number of
heart rate and motion state recognition sensors are also
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developed based on this kind of algorithm. However, various
algorithms lack relatively uniﬁed standards, so they are subject to various factors, and their corresponding heart rate
monitoring accuracy and motion state recognition accuracy
are not high. Therefore, based on the above discussion, it is
of great signiﬁcance and practical value to analyze and
develop a heart rate acceleration detection device with low
power consumption and high precision [9].
As an important technology in various application scenarios, wireless sensor technology is the product of the cross
development of information technology and Internet of
Things technology. Wireless sensor technology can realize
the real-time monitoring of a speciﬁc scene environment
or the corresponding state of a speciﬁc individual [10]. In
traditional wireless sensor networks, a large number of wireless sensors are arranged at speciﬁc nodes to realize the collection, monitoring, and transmission analysis of speciﬁc
data. Based on this, the main characteristics of traditional
wireless sensor networks are as follows. One of their characteristics is distributed and self-organized. In this process, the
corresponding nodes can be connected with each other
through corresponding algorithms and through mutual
monitoring and analysis, the corresponding data nodes have
the ability of self-organization, and the corresponding network nodes will automatically conﬁgure and manage without aﬀecting the operation of the sensor network. The
second characteristic of wireless sensor network is that the
corresponding sensor network data has large scale and high
density, and the redundant information between corresponding nodes can realize cooperative work [11–13]. The
third characteristic of wireless sensor networks is that the
corresponding node energy of wireless sensor networks is
relatively limited. The main energy consumption of conventional wireless sensor networks is mainly based on communication, which increases with the communication distance.
Therefore, the main data transmission mode in many wireless sensor networks is multihop mode. This paper mainly
uses wireless sensors. Inertial sensor and heart rate sensor
are reasonably arranged based on these two sensors, and
the corresponding collected information is timely summarized into the single-chip microcomputer for data analysis,
and corresponding conclusions are given [13, 14]. At the
level of corresponding heart rate sensor, the main heart rate
monitoring algorithms mainly include four calculation algorithms: blood oxygen heart rate monitoring, optical capacitance pulse wave heart rate monitoring algorithm, ECG
algorithm, and arterial blood pressure method. These four
traditional heart rate detection algorithms have various
detection accuracy problems such as inaccurate detection
in athletes’ special competitive sports at the level of state recognition; the current inertial sensors mainly use acceleration
sensors for motion state recognition. At present, such sensors have serious power consumption problems, so they do
not meet the requirements of green low power consumption.
At the same time, the relatively expensive price is not conducive to the wide promotion and use [15–18]. At the hardware system layout level, relevant scholars use the principle
of hardware nearby layout to realize high-precision monitoring of key data, but this layout method will increase the vol-
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ume of the system and the corresponding system energy
consumption will increase.
In view of the above corresponding research status and
existing problems, this paper will analyze and verify the
hardware system and software algorithm based on wireless
heart rate acceleration sensor. Based on the above situation,
this paper will use a single-chip microcomputer as the core
processing unit of the system and design the data acquisition
system with inertial sensor and heart rate sensor as sensing
equipment module, motion positioning module and lowpower module, athlete heart rate acquisition module, and
motion state recognition module. In view of the low accuracy of traditional heart rate acceleration wireless sensor in
athletes’ heart rate recognition and movement state recognition in competitive sports, this paper proposes an athlete’s
heart rate recognition algorithm based on acceleration signal
to fully extract athletes’ acceleration signal. At the same time,
in the hardware design level, this paper optimizes the position of the sensor, so as to further optimize the hardware
layout of the system and improve the detection accuracy
of the sensor. In order to verify the advantages of hardware system and algorithm, three sports with quiet,
dynamic, and random dynamic characteristics are selected
for experimental veriﬁcation. The experimental results
show that compared with the traditional hardware and
software, the hardware system and software algorithm
have obvious accuracy advantages in quiet and dynamic
competitive sports, but they have no obvious advantages
in random competitive sports, which is also the focus of
follow-up research in this paper.
The structure of this paper is arranged as follows: the
second section of this paper will analyze and study the current research status of heart rate acceleration wireless sensor
in competitive sports; the third section of this paper will
carry out rational analysis and architecture design from the
two aspects of hardware system and software algorithm of
heart rate acceleration wireless sensor; the fourth section of
this paper is mainly veriﬁcation experiment and analysis;
ﬁnally, this paper will give its summary.

2. Correlation Analysis: Current Research
Status of Heart Rate Acceleration Wireless
Sensor in Competitive Sports
At present, the application research of heart rate acceleration
wireless sensor mainly focuses on health monitoring and
sports condition detection of professional athletes. The main
research contents include the design of hardware system and
the research of software algorithm based on hardware system. Based on this, a large number of scientiﬁc research
institutions and researchers have developed a variety of
hardware systems and detection algorithms. At the hardware
level, Japan and relevant European and American research
institutions have developed a repeated athlete sports activity
hardware system based on external sensors. It is mainly
based on image sensors such as cameras and uses image sensors to recognize and detect the athlete’s sports state. However, such hardware systems need a large number of
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storage devices to store the recognized image data. Therefore, the corresponding equipment cost is high [19]. Relevant universities in the USA have developed a ﬁve-axis
human motion recognition and heart rate monitoring hardware system based on accelerometers. Based on this hardware sensing system, the corresponding heart rate
monitoring accuracy and motion recognition accuracy are
gradually improved, but the human body recognition accuracy in the moving state is low, and there are many sensors
corresponding to the hardware system, so the cost of the
hardware system is increased [20]. In order to improve the
disadvantages of the ﬁve-axis sensor network, relevant European researchers have optimized and improved the ﬁve-axis
sensor. The improved sensor is set as a three-axis sensor, and
its corresponding three-axis accelerometer is mainly worn at
the chest position of athletes. It realizes the static, transitional, and dynamic monitoring of the human body through
the human chest characteristic signal and neural network
monitor and analyzes the heart rate and movement [21].
Relevant Japanese scientists have fully combined the advantages of external sensors and wearable sensors to develop
hybrid motion state and heart rate monitoring equipment.
It mainly uses sensors and cameras to propose a general recognition algorithm, which mainly processes various characteristic information such as image, sound, heart rate, and
posture of the monitored athletes and the corresponding
detection of such equipment. The accuracy is higher than
the other two, but the corresponding equipment cost is
higher. At the same time, the corresponding algorithm is
complex and the resource consumption is large [22, 23]. At
the level of corresponding heart rate monitoring and motion
state recognition algorithms, the mainstream algorithms
include vector machine algorithm, naive Bayesian algorithm,
decision tree algorithm, k-value proximity algorithm, and
other algorithms; at the level of heart rate monitoring and
analysis, relevant European scholars put forward heart rate
monitoring algorithm based on pulse wave, which adds
accelerometer sensors to athletes during exercise; the athletes’ motion information is obtained separately, and the
corresponding heart rate noise is removed by using the
motion signal auxiliary algorithm. Finally, the transmission
of heart rate signal is realized through Bluetooth and other
wireless sensing technologies [24, 25]. Based on the principle
of photoelectric measurement, the corresponding
researchers use multiple light-emitting diodes and photoelectric sensitive sensors to form the hardware part of heart
rate monitoring. The photoelectric sensor detects the heart
rate of athletes in competitive sports by sensing the change
of light ﬁeld intensity, but the accuracy of heart rate detected
by this method still has errors [26–28].

3. Application Analysis of Heart Rate
Acceleration Motion Wireless Sensor
Fusion in Individual Special
Competitive Sports
This section mainly analyzes the problems of heart rate
monitoring and sports state recognition of athletes in com-
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petitive sports from the two aspects of hardware system
and software system of heart rate acceleration motion wireless sensor. At the hardware system design level, the design
is mainly based on a STM32 single-chip microcomputer.
The design content includes the design of hardware module
circuits such as data acquisition module, motion positioning
module, low-power module, athlete heart rate acquisition
module, and motion state recognition module. At the corresponding algorithm level, it mainly includes heart rate detection algorithm and motion recognition algorithm. This
section mainly analyzes the principle and implementation
process of the corresponding algorithm. The application
principle block diagram of the corresponding heart rate
acceleration motion wireless sensor in competitive sports is
shown in Figure 1. From the ﬁgure, we can see the hardware
and software logic block diagram of the system.
3.1. Hardware System Design of Heart Rate Acceleration
Motion Wireless Sensor. At the hardware design level, the
main application sensors of heart rate acceleration motion
wireless sensor are inertial sensor and heart rate monitoring
sensor. The corresponding core hardware includes CPU and
its auxiliary circuit, data acquisition circuit, sensor circuit,
wireless transmission circuit, positioning system module
and its circuit, data storage part, and corresponding power
management part circuit. The corresponding system hardware block diagram is shown in Figure 2. In some highspeed signal acquisition, this paper mainly depends on the
related high-speed signal processing ad of ADI Company.
At the same time, this paper optimizes the signal acquisition
circuit on the PCB layout and fully considers the problem of
signal integrity.
In the part of CPU and its auxiliary circuit design, the
corresponding processor selection must have the characteristics of low price and low power consumption. Based on
this, the processor selected in this paper is STM32. The processor has m4 core, which has rich resources, high cost performance, ﬂexibility and stability, and relatively low power
consumption. Based on this, the principle block diagram of
the processor and its corresponding auxiliary circuit are
shown in Figure 3. The corresponding data acquisition
mainly collects the corresponding analog information
through the ad module and transmits it to the central processing unit.
In the sensor hardware design part, it mainly includes
inertial sensor and heart rate monitoring sensor. The inertial
sensor mainly adopts a nine-axis inertial sensor, which integrates three-axis accelerometer, three-axis angular velocity,
and three-axis magnetometer. At the same time, the sensor
also has digital motion processor, so it has online programming processing function to a certain extent. Based on the
sensor, the cost can be reduced, which mainly avoids the
selection of complex peripherals and complex chips. The
heart rate sensor used in this paper is mainly a biosensor
based on pulse blood oxygen and heart rate function. Its speciﬁc composition includes LED lamp, infrared light, photoelectric detector, and subcircuit with environmental noise
suppression ability. At the same time, the sensor hardware
also integrates logic power supply and corresponding
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Application principle of heart rate acceleration motion wireless sensor in competitive sports
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Figure 1: Application principle block diagram of heart rate acceleration motion wireless sensor in competitive sports.
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Figure 2: System hardware block diagram of heart rate acceleration motion wireless sensor in competitive sports.

subpower supply circuit. The heart rate sensor can transmit
the collected data to the single-chip microcomputer through
I2C interface, so as to detect and analyze the athlete’s realtime heart rate through a certain data analysis algorithm.
The physical sample corresponding to the sensor circuit
module and the corresponding circuit principle block diagram are shown in Figure 4. From the ﬁgure, it can be seen
that both the heart rate sensor and the inertial sensor have
the characteristics of miniaturization and low power
consumption.
In the corresponding wireless transmission and positioning part, the detection and positioning of athletes’ sports
state is mainly realized through GPS module, and the data

transmission is realized through wireless transmission technologies such as Bluetooth or WiFi. The corresponding data
storage circuit mainly realizes the basic reading and writing
operation of data through SD card, which is also fully suitable for the application of a single-chip microcomputer system. C language is mainly used to read and write data
storage. As an important power supply circuit of the system,
the power management chip mainly selected in this paper
includes mp1584 power conversion module and Texas
Instruments related LDO chip. The corresponding wireless
transmission module, CPU, and its auxiliary circuit are powered by LDO. The principle block diagram of the corresponding auxiliary power supply circuit and the
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Central processing unit of heart rate acceleration motion wireless sensor and its auxiliary circuit principle
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Figure 3: Heart rate acceleration motion wireless sensor CPU and its auxiliary circuit schematic diagram.
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Figure 4: Circuit schematic diagram of sensor module in heart rate acceleration motion wireless sensor.
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corresponding physical diagram of the module are shown in
Figure 5. From the ﬁgure, we can see the power supply
demand and power supply relationship of each module in
the system.
In the system low-power design level, this paper selects
the low-power chip selected by each subsystem circuit module for the design and veriﬁcation of the peripheral circuit.
At the same time, this paper also takes into account the
low cost of the chip when selecting the chip, so as to achieve
the low-power and low-cost characteristics of the whole
hardware system.
3.2. Analysis of Heart Rate Acceleration Motion Detection
Algorithm Based on Wireless Sensor. In view of the low accuracy of traditional heart rate acceleration motion wireless
sensor in athlete heart rate recognition and motion state recognition in competitive sports, this paper proposes an athlete heart rate recognition algorithm based on acceleration
signal, which fully extracts the frequency-domain, timedomain, and time-frequency features of athlete acceleration
signal to realize the recognition of motion state; the accurate
detection of athletes’ heart rate is realized by power spectrum cancellation technology.
Before optimizing the algorithm, this paper ﬁrst studies
and analyzes the interference factors of heart rate and analyzes the static, running, random exercise, and various stimulating exercises. The results show that the human heart rate
is mainly subject to the interference and drift of human
motion, which will produce a lot of burrs, drift, and unclear
dominant frequency caused by irregular motion. Based on
the above phenomena, this paper ﬁrst preprocesses and analyzes the collected signals and ﬁlters them to a certain extent
before entering the optimized heart rate monitoring algorithm. Carry out accurate heart rate analysis on the processed data. The principle block diagram of the
corresponding optimized heart rate monitoring algorithm
is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from the ﬁgure that
the interference of the external environment on the collected
information can be further reduced by power spectrum
weighting.
It can be further seen from Figure 6 that the principle of
the corresponding optimized heart rate detection algorithm
is as follows:
Step 1. Intercept a certain length of information fragment
from the collected pulse information, perform fast Fourier
transform on the information fragment, and perform mathematical operation as shown in Equation (1) on the Fourier
transform corresponding to the pulse wave, so as to obtain a
uniﬁed and standardized Fourier spectrum.
X ði Þ =

ðX ð1 ÞÞ2
,
∑ii=0,1,⋯,n ðX ðiÞÞ2

ðX ðiÞÞ2
:
X ði Þ = i
∑i=0,1,⋯,n ðX ðiÞÞ2

ð1Þ

Step 2. Considering the accuracy of the detected athlete’s

heart rate information, when selecting the data segment in
Step 1 above, generally select a data segment of about 30 s60 s and perform normalized Fourier transform for the data
segment in this time period.
Step 3. Compare and analyze the Fourier transform of the processed pulse information with the motion Fourier spectrum and
perform weighting operation. The corresponding weighting
operation formula is shown in Equation (2). After the weighting
operation, the corresponding motion components in the Fourier spectrum have been oﬀset, and the spectrum information
corresponding to the heart rate is highlighted.
Y ði Þ =

ðY ð1 ÞÞ2
,
∑ii=0,1,⋯,n ðY ðiÞÞ2

ðY ðiÞÞ2
:
Y ði Þ = i
∑i=0,1,⋯,n ðY ðiÞÞ2

ð2Þ

Step 4. Smooth the Fourier transform of motion signal, and the
corresponding processing formula is shown in the following
equations:



1
∗ ½ F ð1 + m Þ  ,
2∗n
#

 "m=n−1
1
∗ 〠 ð F ði + m Þ Þ ,
F ði Þ =
2∗n
m=−n

F ð1 Þ =

ð3Þ

∧

F ð1Þ = X ð1Þ ∗ Y ð1Þ,
∧

ð4Þ

F ð i Þ = X ði Þ ∗ Y ði Þ:
Step 5. Use the heart rate data collected before and after the time
period to weigh the secondary power spectrum and use the
Gaussian function to construct the weighting function. The corresponding weighted pulse spectrum curve function is shown in
the following equation:
∧

Pð1Þ = X ð1Þ ∗ Y ð1Þ ∗ W ð1Þ,
∧

ð5Þ

PðiÞ = X ðiÞ ∗ Y ðiÞ ∗ W ðiÞ:
Step 6. Select the peak point in the curve as the ﬁnal athlete’s
heart rate value, record the heart rate value in each period of
time, and construct the heart rate curve.
Based on the above steps, the accurate detection of athletes’ heart rate in competitive sports can be realized, and
the analysis of athletes’ heart rate transformation process
can be realized at the same time.
At the level of motion state recognition algorithm, this
paper mainly realizes the recognition of motion state based
on the frequency-domain characteristics, time-domain characteristics, and time-frequency characteristics of athletes’
acceleration signal. In the corresponding frequency-domain
feature extraction process, the main frequency parameters of
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motion information are extracted and taken as the main analysis object. The corresponding time-domain feature extraction
mainly extracts the mainstream parameters such as the standard deviation of motion information and sample entropy.
The extraction of corresponding time-frequency information
is mainly based on the extraction and analysis of mixed
parameters in time-domain and frequency-domain.
Based on the above two optimization algorithms and
combined with the hardware design of the system, it can

basically realize the accurate identiﬁcation of athletes’ sports
state and heart rate information in competitive sports. At the
same time, it has the characteristics of low power consumption, low cost, and high stability.

4. Experimental Verification and Analysis
In the experimental veriﬁcation part, this paper mainly analyzes the athletes’ movement state recognition and heart rate
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Figure 7: Comparison of heart rate error rate and exercise state
accuracy under quiet exercise.

Figure 8: Comparison of heart rate error rate and exercise state
accuracy under dynamic exercise.

monitoring based on the above designed hardware system.
The corresponding experimental conditions are as follows:
9 athletes were selected to perform static sports, random
sports, and dynamic regular sports, and three athletes were
assigned to each group. Based on the above three groups of
athletes and the corresponding sports, the experiment is carried out and the experimental results are analyzed. The evaluation criteria of the experiment are mainly heart rate error
rate index and motion recognition accuracy index. The
above three experiments have diﬀerent requirements for
data acquisition, but their corresponding data acquisition
circuits are basically similar, but the corresponding dynamic
acquisition needs antishake processing. The corresponding
description is shown in the highlighted part of the article.
Firstly, three athletes in quiet sports wear the hardware
system designed in this paper, and based on this, collect
the athletes’ corresponding heart rate information and
sports information. In the case of control variables, compare it with the traditional algorithm. The corresponding
experimental results are shown in Figure 7; as can be seen
from Figure 7, in quiet motion, the heart rate error of the
algorithm proposed in this paper is obviously low, and the
recognition accuracy of the corresponding motion information is high.

For the corresponding athlete’s heart rate information,
heart rate error rate of sports information, and broken
line diagram of sports state in the case of dynamic sports,
as shown in Figure 8, it can be seen from Figure 8 that
the heart rate error of the algorithm proposed in this
paper is obviously low in dynamic sports, and the recognition accuracy of corresponding sports information is
high. At this time, the corresponding heart rate error rate
is relatively high compared with static motion, which also
shows that the corresponding performance of this algorithm needs to be further improved when dealing with
dynamic motion.
Heart rate information detection and motion state information monitoring experiments are carried out for random
sports. The corresponding random sports in this paper
mainly refer to basketball, because the dynamic and static
properties of such sports are uncontrollable. The corresponding experimental results are shown in Figure 9. It
can be seen from the ﬁgure that the algorithm proposed in
this paper has detection accuracy and no longer has obvious
advantages compared with the traditional algorithm. Therefore, it further points out the improvement of this algorithm
in random motion.
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In order to further verify the power consumption of
the hardware designed in this paper, the power consumption comparison experiment is carried out with the traditional hardware system. When the control variables are
guaranteed, the corresponding power consumption comparison line diagram of the corresponding two hardware
systems under their respective algorithm consumption is
shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from Figure 10, the
hardware system and corresponding detection algorithm
designed in this paper have lower power consumption
under the same conditions, and their power consumption
only accounts for about 70% of the traditional hardware
system and its algorithm.
Based on the above experimental results and the corresponding experimental analysis, we can draw the following
conclusions: compared with the traditional algorithms, the
proposed algorithm has obvious detection accuracy advantages in quiet and dynamic motion, but its advantages are
relatively small for random motion.

5. Conclusion
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Figure 9: Comparison of heart rate error rate and exercise state
accuracy under random exercise.
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Figure 10: Comparison of hardware power consumption under
two diﬀerent hardware systems and algorithms.

This paper mainly analyzes the research status of heart
rate acceleration sensor fusion in individual special competitive sports and its disadvantages in hardware system
components and detection algorithms. Aiming at the
problem of low power consumption in the hardware system and the problem of low detection accuracy in the
detection algorithm, this paper makes improvement and
experimental veriﬁcation. In the hardware part, this paper
uses a single-chip microcomputer as the core processing
unit of the system and uses inertial sensor and heart rate
sensor as the sensing equipment. The system designs data
acquisition module, motion positioning module, lowpower module, athlete heart rate acquisition module, and
motion state recognition module. In view of the low accuracy of traditional heart rate acceleration motion wireless
sensor in athlete heart rate recognition and motion state
recognition in competitive sports, this paper proposes an
athlete heart rate recognition algorithm based on acceleration signal, which fully extracts the frequency-domain,
time-domain, and time-frequency features of athlete acceleration signal to realize the recognition of motion state;
the accurate detection of athletes’ heart rate is realized
by power spectrum cancellation technology. In order to
verify the advantages of the hardware system and algorithm in this paper, three sports events with quiet,
dynamic, and random dynamic characteristics are selected
for experimental veriﬁcation. The experimental results
show that the hardware system and software algorithm
proposed in this paper have obvious accuracy advantages
in competitive sports with quiet and dynamic characteristics compared with traditional hardware and software, but
they do not have obvious advantages in competitive sports
with random sports characteristics, which is also the focus
of follow-up research in this paper. This paper will focus
on the accuracy of athletes’ data acquisition in the case
of irregular movement. At the same time, this paper will
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continue to study the hardware optimization layout and
signal integrity to make the system reach the best state.
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